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Sun to set on TUFW after spring semester
By Randy Kizer

Co-Editor in Chief

and
Hannah Beers
Co-News Editor

The Taylor Fort Wayne campus will discontinue undergraduate programs in May 2009.

By Andrew Neel
Co-Editor in Chief

T

wo years ago, Caroline
Polachek and Aaron Pfenning were
composing music used for haunted
houses in Boulder, Colorado.
Now, the founding members of
Chairlift—along with new band
mate Patrick Wimberly—are on the
cusp of musical stardom, if they
haven’t already arrived.
Before signing with Kanine
Records in 2007, Chairlift was a
little-known pop band in the New
York music scene. In the last year,
however, the band has released
their ﬁrst full-length album (“Does
You Inspire You”) and had their
song “Bruises” featured in Apple’s
“nano-chromatic” fourth-generation iPod Nano commercials.
The Taylor community has the
opportunity to see Chairlift and
Yeasayer, a 2008 Lollapalooza
performer, at an IFC-sponsored
concert at 8:15 p.m. Monday in the
Student Union.

Wimberly said a lot of his old
friends have contacted him to congratulate him on the commercial,
and Polacheck said she has received
text messages from people as far
away as Germany telling her they
heard her voice on TV.
“It was kind of surreal when
the commercial started airing and
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“I think we were headed in that
direction anyway. I think the Apple thing was like steroids: a huge
boost,” Pfenning said.

A

ll three band members described Chairlift as a “Pop” band,
but their descriptions all included

After 16 years of operation, Taylor University Fort Wayne (TUFW)
campus is ending its undergraduate
programs. The decision made by the
board of trustees was announced to
the campus on Oct 13.
Even with strong academic programs and ﬁnancial support from the
Upland campus, the enrollment had
been slowly declining for several years.
Board chairman Richard Gygi cited the
inability of the Fort Wayne campus to
become a self sustaining institution as
the primary reason that the program
was brought to a close.
The TUFW campus originally
housed Summit Christian College until, in 1992, it merged with Taylor University.
At that time, Taylor had a waiting
list of nearly 1,000 students, and the
merger was intended to bring more
students into Taylor programs, said
Provost Steve Bedi. At the same time,
the urban environment would provide
ministry opportunities and allow for

“I feel like we’ve never really
outgrown that,” Polacheck said.
“Aaron still makes spooky soundscapes. That’s kind of his expertise:
making these ambient sound environments.”
Polachek said Wimberly, the
band’s percussionist, provides a
rhythm-based hip-hop inﬂuence
on the group that contrasts well
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“We’re excited to get on the
road,” Wimberly said. “It’s my favorite place to be right now.”
The bandmembers said they’re
looking forward to touring with
Yeasayer, particularly because
they’re impressed by the band’s live
performances.
“The live show is so powerful ...
it’s very masculine and very energetic and really rich and big,” Polachek
said. “(Yeasayer) has a certain kind
of Americana about them, too.”
The concert at Taylor marks the
only Indiana performance by Chairlift and Yeasayer on the tour.
“The midwest has some of my favorite places to play,” Pfenning said.
“When really exciting music gets
out there, the kids do come out.”

P

C

hairlift is the latest band
hoping to beneﬁt from the “Apple Effect”—the exposure boost
through commercials for Apple
products which skyrocketed the
popularity of musicians and groups
such as Feist, Yael Naim and the
Ting-Tings.
The band was contacted by Apple about the possibility of using
their music in a commercial after
an Apple employee had found out
about Chairlift through their ﬁrst
single, “Evident Utensil.”
Polachek said she didn’t initially believe that Apple would pick
“Bruises” for the iPod commercial
when she heard the song might be
chosen.
“I ﬁgured the chance was like 1
in a 100. I didn’t let myself get excited at all,” she said. “It was only
after it was completely conﬁrmed
and I saw it on TV that it hit me for
the ﬁrst time that we were a real
band.”

new departments, like criminal justice.
In many ways, Taylor Fort Wayne
accomplished these goals. But years of
consistently falling enrollment numbers brought doubts about TUFW’s
future.
“We had students who felt they got
a good education and were prepared
... for a life of continued learning and
service,” said Jim Garringer, Director
of Media Relations. “There just weren’t
enough of them. And it was that way
every year.”
299 students are currently enrolled
in TUFW, down from approximately
480 in 2003.
On June 24th, the board of trustees
met to begin exploring a new ﬁnancial
model for the campus, asking for a full
report and further recommendation by
the October meeting.
“The board said in June, ‘What we’re
doing now is not working. And we have
to change the program, because we ultimately need to change enrollment,”
explained Vice President of Advancement Ben Sells.
The board waited until 2008 enrollment data was ﬁnalized and met again
during Taylor Homecoming weekend.
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I’d be watching ‘The Simpsons’ or
something and I’d be hearing the
song that we produced in my basement,” Wimberly said.
“It’s actually changed my perception of watching other ads a lot,”
Polachek said. “I know it’s real—
there are real people here. It didn’t
occurr to me (before) that an ad on
TV could really make or break a career.”
Although the iPod ad has signiﬁcantly increased Chairlift’s national
notoriety, the band members believe their rise in success is primarily the result of a lot of hard work
and diligence.

a similar dislcaimer: It’s probably
not the “Pop” sound you’re used to.
“I would say Chairlift is music
you would hear coming from a giant speaker that has fallen down in
Dollywood after a category-ﬁve tornado has ripped through it,” Pfenning said. “I imagine our music
echoing through the smoky mountains.”
Pfenning’s eery musical description matches the band’s unusual
background, as Pfenning and
Polacheck ﬁrst perfected their craft
of creating unique soundscapes
while arranging live music for
haunted houses in Colorado.

with her and Pfenning’s synthesizer-based sounds.
“The stuff Aaron and I write together sounds more cold,” Polachek
said. “Patrick brings the vibe.”
Wimberly believes Chairlift is
reviving pop music and giving it a
unique twist.
“It’s pop music for people who
crave dead pop music,” he said.

T

he three twentysomethings
living in NYC recently set out on a
brief tour around the Midwest with
headliner band Yeasayer.

aul Vandenmark wants to have
great bands play at Taylor, and the
president of IFC said the Yeasayer/
Chairlift concert is exactly the type
of show IFC wants to put on regularly.
“I am not concerned with just
hosting indie bands. I want to provide culturally-relevant and agespeciﬁc bands,” he said. “If there is
something that is worthy of those
praises that is of attainable cost ...
then that’s something that I want
to bring to Taylor that I would love
our program to host.”
Vandermark said bringing popular mainstream bands is a struggle
when it comes to meeting bands’
“rider”—their sound and lighting
requirements. He said IFC would
like to host more concerts in Rediger Auditorium than in the Student
Union, but they can’t justify using
the chapel if they don’t think the
concert will generate a big enough
crowd.
“The union is our best mediumsized venue. If we had 800 people
coming to shows, of course we’d get
them in the chapel,” he said. “I’m
trying to bring in bands that I’ll
know will hold an audience.”
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“By the time we got to the (October)
board meeting, two things became
clear,” said Sells. “Enrollment had
declined again, and second, (studies)
showed we could make some pretty
signiﬁcant changes, but with our best
guess, it would have minimal impact
on enrollment.”
At that point, the members of the
board faced a grim conclusion.
“If you don’t have students, you
don’t have ﬁnancial resources, if you
don’t have ﬁnancial resources, then
the quality of the program begins to be
impacted,” said Bedi.
The decision to close the campus,
Bedi said, was a very difﬁcult one.
“In your head, you see the numbers
don’t meet your goal, but in your heart
you see the lives that have beneﬁted
and been transformed, and you think,
how can you discontinue that?” said
Bedi. “The board spent a lot of time in
prayer and discussion and reﬂection,
they ﬁrst heard about recommendations, and ... it wasn’t just a knee-jerk
decision.”
The ofﬁcial announcement was
made by President Habecker at two
special campus meetings, one for the
faculty and staff, and then one for the
students.
For many students who did not
know of the campus’s ﬁnancial instability, the announcement came without any prior warnings.
“I was too shocked to really think
anything right away,” said Fort Wayne
junior Amy Nickerson. “It was like being at a funeral ... Everyone else was
just trying to ﬁgure out what they were
going to do next.”
Even while the emotional impact
was sinking in, work began on both
campuses to create the smoothest possible transition for students, faculty,
and staff.
While roughly 75 of the nearly 300
students will graduate by the end of
this year, there is still a signiﬁcant
number of students who will have
make an unexpected move.
The administration would like to
bring as many students to Upland as
possible but realize that, based on the
majors offered, that might be unlikely.
“We want to help students complete
their programs,” Bedi said. “In some
instances, they may say, ‘You know
what, a different institution is better
for me.”
For the students that choose to ﬁnish their degrees in Upland, the administration is working on a plan to transfer their tuition rates and ﬁnancial
aid packages. “For the students that
are coming here we feel duty-bound
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to help them ﬁnish their program at
a comparable cost.” said Sells. He did
stress that the tuition and ﬁnancial aid
packages of the Upland campus should
be unaffected.
While signiﬁcant attention is given
to the students’ needs, there is also
much discussion regarding the fate of
the academic programs at TUFW.
Professional Writing has been a
stand-out program in Fort Wayne for
many years and arrangements are
already underway to move that program to Upland. Other majors such as
criminal justice might be transferred
as well.
The overall effect of this transition
could even make a visible impact on
the Upland campus master plan. Student Development is currently reviewing the housing situation, including the
possibility of speeding up the planned
construction of more apartment buildings on the north end of campus.
Sells also noted that a portion of the
funds previously invested in TUFW
are now earmarked for the new science
learning center.
The fates of the buildings in Fort
Wayne are still undecided. Once the
transition process is underway, the
board of trustees will take a comprehensive look at what other ways the
location could be utilized.
But even if the buildings remain, for
the students of TUFW, the place they
called home will soon be gone.
“It’s hard to know how to grieve
for a college,” said Stephanie Gates, a
TUFW ‘07 graduate. “I think the biggest shame is that the students built
community, especially the freshmen
and seniors, and now that community
is broken.”
TUFW Professional Writing Professor Dennis Hensley is optimistic about
students’ transition to Upland.
“Anytime you change ... it’ll be a
shock,” said Hensley. “I was telling my
students, “(It’s) like the ﬁrst time you
came to Taylor Fort Wayne: you left
home, and there was a new city, a new
dorm, but then after a while you get
used to it. It’s like home, and that will
happen again. It just may take a little
while.”
While professors like Hensley are
comforting and encouraging students
in Fort Wayne, the administration at
Taylor is working to soften their arrival. “I’ve seen our student body through
the years do ... wonderful things in that
regard,” said Garringer. “[They’re]
very warm and embracing - and the
folks that come here from TUFW will
certainly need that.”

DALLASSEMINARY
What’s Your story?

Christian College Consortium
By Benita Lee

Co-News Editor
This year, Taylor University had the
privilege of hosting the annual Christian College Consortium (CCC) meeting for the ﬁrst time in 13 years.
The CCC consists of various Christian schools in the nation, including
Wheaton College, Gordon College and
Bethel University. It gives the presidents and other academic ofﬁcers involved an opportunity to gather and
discuss issues impacting the evangelical Christian church and Christian
higher education.
The consortium predates the Council for Christian colleges and universities (CCCU), which consists of a larger
group of more than a hundred Christian schools.
Established in 1971, the original
member schools set their minds on
cooperation in various areas of common interest, said History professor
William Ringenberg in his book, The
Christian College. The objectives included increased integration of faith
and learning, and national and international academic programs.
“(The CCC) thought that by working
together, they’d have greater strength,
greater viability and enhance their
overall reputation,” Ringenberg said.
“We could do some things better for
our individual schools, if we did them
together. One of the prime examples of
that is our overseas study programs.”
The CCC is bound by a common
commitment to the strengthening
and improvement of Christian higher
education. It focuses mainly on the
integration of faith, living and learning. Member institutions aim to mold
students into competent and dedicat-
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Malone president Gary Streit and his wife Marla speak with provost Steve
Bedi after chapel on Monday.

ed individuals who will impact society
with their Christian inﬂuence.
Their mission statement states that
member institutions were chosen
based on “quality of program, commitment to the evangelical, Protestant
heritage, and geographical distribution.”
Ringenberg said that Taylor’s membership in the CCC is one way to increase its involvement in leadership in
the Christian higher education.
The CCC welcomed a new president
earlier this year – Stan Gaede, scholarin-residence at Gordon College. His
achievements and vast experience in
Christian higher education have more

than qualiﬁed him for the role as president.
Gary Streit, President of Malone
College and member of the CCC, said
that the organization began as a form
of fellowship among Christian college
presidents.
“The purposes are several-fold, one
of which is fellowship amongst Christian colleges and amongst the leadership of those Christian schools,” Streit
said.
“We do some cooperative things
together,” Streit added. “And we get
a chance to actually visit each other’s
campuses and mix and mingle with
students.”

Mobile justice: “Appeals on Wheels”
By Brent Clouse
Contributor

If you walked into Rediger Auditorium on Tuesday afternoon, you probably noticed a few differences from any
normal day at chapel.
Instead of a worship band on the
stage, three robed judges sat with attorneys on either side. Instead of students reading scripture at the podium,
men in suits stood reading court appeals.
The chapel was transformed on
Tuesday afternoon into a makeshift
courtroom to house the Indiana Court
of Appeals Oral Argument. Dubbed
“Appeals on Wheels,” this traveling
courtroom offered Upland and the
Taylor community a chance to witness
a court case outside of primetime television.
The case presented before the judges
dealt with whether or not people who

have already served their time for violent and sexual charges should register
and be under surveillance.
Heather Rodabaugh, Program Assistant of the Social Science Division,
said the event was a great opportunity for the community to learn about
the judicial process and witness a live
court in action.
“Since it’s a real case, with real judges, real attorneys and real consequences, it’s very informative and gives an
inside look to what goes on in a real
courtroom,” Rodabaugh said. “It’s
public, so it lets community members
see a court case without having to travel to the courthouse in Indianapolis.”
Most of today’s courtroom knowledge comes from television drama,
said Rodabaugh. “This is a great way
to get educated on what really goes on
in a courtroom,” Rodabaugh said.
After both attorneys were given 30

minutes to argue their case, members
of the audience had an opportunity
to ask questions. But, their questions
could not pertain to the details of the
court case. Instead, the judges and attorneys openly shared their educational and career backgrounds with the
audience members.
The judges’ ﬁnal decision on the case
was not made on Tuesday, but will be
decided on later after further review.
Maria Tsuleff, a junior interested in
judicial law, said it was very educational to hear from the judges and see her
potential career coming to life in front
of her on the chapel stage.
“It was just really cool to see the chapel turned into a courtroom,” Tsuleff
said. “Attending this wasn’t required
for my class, but it was deﬁnitely worth
coming to.”

Underclassman compete by the lake

Here’s ours ...

Christy ministers to women in North Africa.
Celestin survived genocide and now preaches in Rwanda.
Aaron sacks quarterbacks while studying online.
Ben teaches more than 5,000 college students.
Duce pastors and records hip-hop.

See these stories
and more at
www.dts.edu/taylor
800.DTS.WORD
Teach Truth, Love Well

We’ll be at Taylor,
Kesler Student
Activities Center,
Monday, Oct. 27th
11 A.M.–4 P.M.
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Sophomores Matt Raines, Danny Loudermilk, Tim May and Jordan Krula go up for the
disc in the ﬁnal point of the night at the Freshmen/Sophmore competition on Thursday.
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Candidates’ foreign policies call for an image change
By Chelsea Mecaskey

By Chris Anderson

Associate
Sports News Editor

Contributor

As Barack Obama campaigns, he is
calling for change. This call extends
beyond domestic issues to a break in
the path U.S. foreign policy is currently
heading.
Obama has proposed a new foreign
policy to change the world’s view and
opinion of the United States. The ﬁve
main points of Obama’s proposal consist of renewing U.S. leadership in the
global community, restoring the image
of the U.S. in the world, changing U.S.
movements in Iraq, becoming an energy-independent nation and ridding the
world of nuclear weapons.
The U.S. invasion of Iraq is what
will be written in history books about
George W. Bush’s presidency. Obama
considers the action to step into Iraq as
a rash move that has turned against us
despite the country’s best intentions.
Jody Mauller, Chairman of the Grant
County Democratic Party, said that
Obama’s plan to withdraw from Iraq
is well-planned. “(Obama) supports
a responsible, phased withdraw from
Iraq,” Mauller said. “Moreover, he supports leaving residual forces in Iraq to
conduct counter-terrorism missions
against al-Qaida in Iraq and to protect
American diplomatic and civilian personnel.”
Many think tanks join Obama in
pushing for the withdrawal from Iraq in
order to refocus on goals the U.S. had
previously begun in aiding the Middle
East before the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. After losing multitudes of lives
and continuing to spend an annual approximated amount of $500 billion,
Obama wants America to turn its eyes
toward home.
Stratfor, a daily global-political journal, quoted Obama’s presidential intentions to “turn a new page” after Bush’s
term. Portraying himself as an authentically concerned U.S. citizen, Obama
wishes to clear the name of his country.
In the collaborative book “Old Europe,
New Europe, Core Europe: Transatlantic Relations after the Iraq War,” University of Michigan Professor Andrei
Markovits wrote about anti-American
sentiments which are brewing in Europe since our involvement in the Iraq
war.
Obama says that due to the indecisive
actions the United States has taken in
the “War on Terror,” many countries
who used to respect us have begun to
look down their noses at us. These hostile feelings are not limited to Europe
alone, but are also spreading amongst
the very people the United States is
claiming to aid in the Middle East.
“We need to improve America’s image in the world and restore this great
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Obama

McCain

Continue war until Iraq is stable.
Iraq War Planned withdrawal.
Wants to establish direct diplo- Would use sanctions to coherce
Iran
macy without preconditions.

Iran into cooperation.

L a t i n Says that Latin America has Increase involvement in Latin
America been over-looked. Will increase America. Encourage democracy
involvement in Latin America and prosperity.
to encourage democracy and
prosperity.

Pakistan Supports bombing terror tar- Wants to work with local tribes to
gets even without Pakistani combat terrorism.
persmission.

Al Qaeda New approach with emphasis Continue

uprooting terrorist
cells. Stay on offensive.

on global cooperation.

Afghani- Increased U.S. troops and in- Increased U.S. troops and increased aid.
creased aid.
stan
End dependence on foreign Market-driven energy reforms to
Energy
oil. Invest $150 billion over drastically reduce green-house
the next ten years to encourage gases. End dependence on forprivate development of clean eign oil.
energy.

Foreign Also sees foreign aid as a key Says that foreign aid is a key facfactor for American security. tor in securing America. Want to
aid
Wants to double foreign aid to use aid to ﬁght poverty and disease that make people resort to
$50 billion by 2012.
extremism.

nation to the beacon of hope and democracy that it truly is,” Mauller said.
“I believe that Senator Obama will
demonstrate that America is at its best
when we lead by the power of our example rather than by the example of
our power.”
As a part of Obama’s desire to form
America into an exemplary nation,
MSNBC.com says that he is determined
to reduce carbon emissions in America.
Although this idea has been ﬂoating
around for some time, Obama is convinced that something must occur in
order to stop global warming.
In his book “The Audacity of Hope,”
Obama says, “We cannot drill our way
out of our addiction to oil.”
Because of our national reliance on oil
as a source of energy, America is compelled to rely on other nations, especially those in the oil-rich Middle East,
to meet our energy needs. Realizing the

implications and complications of being
forced to rely on unstable countries to
supply a huge demand, Obama wishes
to ﬁnd another way to supply the U.S.
energy demand.
Obama has decided to implement
a movement to eliminate all nuclear
weapons in the world. CNNPolitics.
com cites Obama as saying “It’s time to
update our national security strategy to
stay one step ahead of the terrorists” by
removing the force that could destroy
the world or any single nation. Obama
says that the best way to keep nuclear
weapons out of the hands of terrorists
is to eliminate nuclear weapons altogether.
In a few short weeks, voters will decide who will be the next leader of the
United States. That decision will forever change how the United States is seen
and interacts with the rest of the world.
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Around The World in 30 Seconds
Africa- A free trade agreement was
reached by the leaders of three African
trade blocs, the Southern African Development Community, the Eastern
African Community, and the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa. The agreement involves
26 countries with a combined GDP of
$624 billion. The agreement is meant
to make markets more accessible in
the region and strengthen bargaining
power on the international stage.
Nigeria- The group Amnesty International published a report that
hundreds on death row in Nigeria did
not receive a fair trial and may be innocent. The report claims many suspects are forced to confess to crimes
under torture and condemned based
on these confessions. The report calls
for a halt on all executions.
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— Cara, AMBS Master of

Arts student, with Kelbessa, Master of Divinity student

Located in Elkhart, Ind.

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary

has graduate programs in ministry and theological studies.
For more information, visit www.ambs.edu or speak with AMBS admissions counselor
Jeffrey Newcomer Miller when he visits Taylor University on October 27.

World

With less than two weeks before the
presidential elections, both Senators
John McCain and Barack Obama have
maintained focus on the crashing economy.
Before the economic turmoil came
into play, however, foreign policy was
an issue widely talked about between
the candidates. While the outcome of
this election may not be determined
primarily by foreign policy agendas, as
the 2004 election was, these agendas
will undoubtedly shape the future of the
U.S. role in the world.
Senator Obama has promised change
and diplomatic cooperation in regards
to our foreign policy, while having accused Senator McCain of having the
same harmful policies as President
Bush. Recognizing that criticisms made
by presidential campaigns cannot be
taken at face value, McCain brings a
distinct foreign policy to the table that
should be examined.
In an article in the journal “Foreign
Affairs,” McCain wrote that “defeating
radical Islamist extremists is the national security challenge of our time.”
Though McCain would probably never adopt Bush’s usage of the term “War
on Terror,” he clearly has a similar objective in mind. According to McCains’s
Web site, keeping troops in Iraq to end
the war successfully is one way McCain
intends to meet these objectives.
McCain also wants to keep focus on
Pakistan and Afghanistan to help root
out terrorist cells that are operating
within the two countries.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has proven to be a thorn in
the side of the United States and its relations with the Middle East. McCain is
promising to impose tougher political
and economic sanctions against Iran,
with or without the help of the U.N.
Though McCain refuses to take the
military option off the table, this option
would only be used if an attack on Israel
or another ally was seen as imminent.
Not all of McCain’s Middle East
policies revolve around using force to

change things, however. Demonstrating his belief in the effectiveness of free
trade agreements, McCain said that
“we will nurture a culture of hope and
economic opportunity by establishing
a free-trade area from Morocco to Afghanistan, open to all who do not sponsor terrorism.”
Furthermore, he is interested in creating an agency with the sole task of
getting America’s message out to the
world, especially in the Middle East. By
spreading information about U.S. international goals, McCain is hoping that
the agency can help prevent breeding
grounds for Islamic extremism against
the United States.
Even while Obama is more often
recognized as the candidate willing to
reach out and focus on diplomacy, McCain’s proposed plan for a worldwide
League of Democracies is nothing short
of ambitious. Unlike Woodrow Wilson’s
League of Nations, of which member
states varied drastically, the League of
Democracies would be a smaller group
of democratic countries devoted to
maintaining stability and overcoming
challenges on the international stage.
McCain is also a big proponent of free
trade agreements. He believes that having unrestricted trade with other countries will beneﬁt both trading partners.
McCain was in Colombia this past
summer trying to support the passage
of the U.S.-Colombia Free Trade Agreement. Part of McCain’s plan would be
to form free trade agreements with the
majority of Latin American countries,
thereby strengthening ties with this
as-of-late neglected region and negating some of the anti-American inﬂuence that Venezuela’s President Hugo
Chavez is having in the area.
While McCain’s critics accuse him
of having ideas that are too similar to
President Bush, these ideas can better
be labeled simply as conservative, or
Republican, which is exactly what McCain is running as.
McCain’s foreign policy is based on
securing America’s position on the international stage through a mix of diplomacy and a show of force.

Somalia- Piracy is running rampant
in the busy shipping lanes of the Gulf
of Aden. 30 ships have been captured
this year. An international ﬂotilla of
war ships has been sent to the area
to attempt to curb the piracy. The
French navy captured nine pirates on
Thursday and handed them over to
local authorities.
Mexico- Police arrested a top member of the Sinaloa drug cartel in Mexico City. Jesus Garcia, known as the
“King,” was arrested after a shootout
with police.
Thailand- Former prime minister
Thaksin Shinawatra was found guilty
of corruption and sentenced to two
years in prison by the Thai Supreme
Court on Tuesday. Shinawatra was
found guilty of abusing his position by

helping his wife buy land at a discount
rate from a government agency. Shinawatra lives in the United Kingdom.
The Thai government is asking for his
extradition.
North Korea- North Korean ofﬁcials suggested that Japan should be
removed from six-party talks that are
occurring to work out a deal in which
North Korea disarms its nuclear program in exchange for international aid
and loans. The United States removed
North Korea from its state sponsors of
terrorism list last week.
Kuwait- The ﬁrst Kuwaiti ambassador to Iraq in 18 years re-established
his post in Baghdad on Wednesday.
The two countries ended diplomatic
ties in 1990 when Iraq invaded Kuwait. They re-established diplomacy
in 2003.
Iraq- Iraqi security forces have been
handed control of the central province of Babil by the U.S. military. It is
the 12th of 18 provinces to be handed
over to Iraqi forces.
India- India launched its ﬁrst mission to the moon on Wednesday. The
unmanned Chandrayaan-1 will collect
data about the moon on a two year
mission.
Afghanistan- An execution sentence has been reduced to a 20-year
jail term for a 24-year-old journalism
student. He was condemned to death
in October 2007 for distributing an
article which challenged Muslim
views about women. International
media advocacy groups have called
for the clearing of all charges.

Quote of the week ~ “The world is a playground,
and life is pushing my swing.” ~ Natalie Kocsis
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Hear WENGATZ! Roar
An EZ Legacy

Wengatz Hall:

By Rachel Sawyer Life&Times Co-Editor

Often Appreciated, Never Duplicated
By Nate Baggett Alumni Contributor

Usually when alumni are asked to reflect on something Taylor related, they
will begin their story with some type of cheesy way of saying they couldn’t even
begin to sum up their experience.
Well, fortunately for you, I can. Wengatz Hall and the men who live there are
often appreciated, but they could never be duplicated.
You know a man of Wengatz when you see one: a man looking for nothing
fancy—forget the big air-conditioned rooms and nice bathrooms. This man is
looking for a sense of community in everything he comes across, from where he
goes to the bathroom, where he showers, and most importantly, where he lays
his head to rest.
Intentional community is a key attribute of Wengatz. They choose to be involved in not only each other’s lives but also the lives of their fellow students
at Taylor.
This is how I remember my life in Wengatz Hall. From day one, there were
men that chose to live there for the bonds that only living in Wengatz can create.
Whether it was my friends that I made from living on Third West Wengatz or
the friends that I began to create throughout the hall, we all came to Wengatz.
During my three years in the hall, I lived through some of the biggest transitions at Taylor: a new president, a passing of a nudity policy, and the remodeling of the bathrooms, making the necessity of screaming the word “flush”
disappear.
However, no matter the changes Taylor was making, Wengatz remained constant. The pillars in front stood as a symbol of everything we had come to love.
The Wengatz lawn where many great memories took place, from mud football
with men of the third floor my freshman year, to Wengatz/Olson picnics or just
a pick-up game of football.
This combination of living, experiencing and figuring out life together has
given me some lifelong friends. Could these relationships just have happened
after chance encounters on Taylor’s campus? Sure, but are they stronger because of the life we lived together in Wengatz? Most definitely.

Seniors stick around

Junior Chey West and sophomore Kyle Cassidy lead a group of 3C men down a slip ‘n slide at
the Stalling house.
Photo courtesy Brad Wetherell

Seniors Chad Edwards, Ryan Resetar, Justin Smith and Sophomore Josh Olson pose with visiPhoto courtesy Nick Fortosis
tors at their annual open house, Tonight We Ride, in May.

Life & Times

Melon and Gourd

Second East competes in their annual “Gallon Challange.”

Freshmen of Phurst West participate in the “Battle on Poo River.”

Photo courtesy Josiah Htﬁe

Photo courtesy Brandon Myers

Freshmen Dan Rousseau, Chase Moore, Kyle Cook, and sophomore Daniel Lucas spend
some quality time together on First East’s floor retreat.
Photo courtesy David Miller

By Timmy Huynh Photography Editor

By Blake Bachman Life&Times Co-Editor
Most students eagerly anticipate their senior year. They look forward to the
deep friendships, Grille food, intramural domination and, usually, life off-campus. But a select group of students look forward to something different: life as
on-campus seniors.
This year, 156 seniors live on-campus according to Lori Slater, Resident Life
Housing Coordinator. Of these seniors, 48 are Wengatz men, which is the highest number of seniors in any dorm this year.
This overwhelming number intrigued me. After talking with several Wengatz
seniors, I discovered a common theme. These men know their wings, love their
wings, felt strongly called to stay, and they don’t regret the decision.
Jimmy Glasheen of Second West said that during his sophomore year, a group
of seniors stayed on to be mentors. “That impressed me and the other guys so
much, we decided to do the same.”
Glasheen is glad he stayed, adding that the real world is coming all too soon,
when he’ll have to cook and clean and pay his own utilities bills. He’s OK with
putting that off this year in exchange for life on 2WW.
David “Kupon” Rohrer stayed on because he enjoyed his wing, Second Center,
but also because he wanted to pour into his wing.
“Christ has really worked in my life (at Taylor), especially through people,”
Rohrer said. “For me to be able to pour into others on my wing in the same way
is a real joy.” Rohrer added that taking the job as P.A. his senior year is not a
sacrifice, but a privilege.
Josiah Hatfield, P.A. on Second East, and his wing mates also made the decision to stay this year. “What other chance will I get to live with 30 other guys?”
Hatfield asked.
It seems several dozen other Wengatz men feel the same way. Though a few
said they missed small conveniences of off-campus life, they also said they
wouldn’t trade their wing or their role on their wing for anything.
These seniors have three years of college experience under their belts. Many
of them have lived on the same wing all four years, some of them with the same
roommate, in the same room. They looked up to the seniors when they were
underclassmen, and now it’s their turn to bring perspective, leadership, wisdom and vision to the table.
Regardless of their reason for staying, whether it was to pour into underclassmen or just not wanting to leave that built-in brotherhood, these seniors recognize their role, bringing a unique flavor to the rest of John C. Wengatz Hall.

After all the bad jokes, there’s one thing everyone wants to hear the Airband emcees
say: who the winner is.
Hours and hours of hard work, bruised arms and legs, memory taken up by choreography, ridiculous costumes, and many other things all lead up to this moment. And
over the past five years, there’s one name that repeats like a broken record: Second East
Wengatz.
Second East’s legacy started in 2004, when they won the hearts of everyone on campus with their rendition of “Newsies.”[1] Carrying that banner, they chose to do another
Disney classic in 2005, “Aladdin,” being awarded third place. Despite the dirty exterior,
a squeaky clean “Greased Lightning” brought them second place last year. And this October, no one was surprised when they stepped in time with first place back to Wengatz
Hall.
“It’s a pretty big deal,” said senior P.A. Josiah Hatfield on winning. “We sighted that
as one of our wing goals at the beginning of the year. Not so much to beat everyone else,
more just to commit to practicing a lot and collectively working on something.”
With these high standards, there had to be preconceived ideas and pressures living on
Second East when it comes to Airband. Josiah moved onto the wing the year after they
won Airband with “Newsies.” “All the upperclassmen wouldn’t shut up about how awesome ‘Newsies’ was the year before I came, so there was definitely a sense of excitement
about Airband and high expectations on doing well. Every fall, we come expecting to
practice a lot, have fun and do well. It hasn’t disappointed yet,” said Hatfield.
How do these men go about picking these award-winning selections? “When choosing
a song, it is important to our wing that the song be an all-guys song. We have always
done our show with just the guys on our wing, and that’s the way that it will hopefully
stay. No prejudices, but it is tradition, easier to coordinate, and enhances wing bonding,” said junior Mark Alhajj, the coordinator of “Step In Time.” “We usually start off
with five songs or so … once we have reached a consensus we know that is the song that
we will do.”
Hatfield said it’s important to pick a song that they won’t hate after a month of practicing.
Over the past few years, the men of Second East definitely established their reputation
among Airband legends. But as much as it means to them to win, many pull out the wing
bonding as a highlight. Winning first place makes eight hours of practice a week seem
worth it, but the relationships formed will truly help Second East to “Step in Time” with
each other for years to come.

Third Center piles onto a floating dock at junior Jim Strycker’s house. Photo courtesy David Rohrer

Senior Matt Schooler prepares for another game of dodgeball.

Photo courtesy Dave Voss

Being in the cornfields, Taylor students have a knack for creating their own fun. In
the early ’90s, Third Westers Sid Zell and Aaron Miller created their own version of the
popular childhood game “tag.”
The game, named “melon and gourd,” has two people who are “it,” each carrying the
melon or the gourd. Tagging is only allowed outdoors, with doorknobs being a safe
zone.
“It just seems like a silly game,” says graduate student Dave Downey, a former Third
Wester, “but it’s hyped up so much on the wing that it’s so nerve-wracking to walk around
campus. It seems like it would be fun, but it’s just so intense because you’re constantly
looking over your shoulder every which way.”
Third Westers will go to great extremes in order to avoid getting tagged. Senior Joe
Powers said, “People use a lot of their skips ... Your life basically revolves around melon
and gourd.”
Downey said that while he was on Third West, guys wouldn’t leave Wengatz to eat for
fear of being tagged. “They’d eat ramen in the hallway all week.”
Junior Stephen Groves says, “My freshman year I had it for 40 hours, so I hid a bush
and did homework for two hours while waiting to tag someone.”
Justin Heth, Hall Director of Sammy Morris, also participated in melon and gourd
during his time as a student. “Back then, we didn’t really have any crazy entries (on
Friday),” Heth said. “But now, the entries into chapel are just mind blowing. It has been
amazing to see the creativity and teamwork connecting with other residence halls, just
for the sole factor of getting into the (chapel) door safely. It’s THE greatest wing or hall
tradition on Taylor’s campus.”
Memorable entrances of the past include the use of cattle prods to fend off the vegetable holders, rappelling down from the trees which used to be in front of the chapel,
getting slungshot in through the chapel doors at about 30 mph on roller blades after being pulled by a friend on a motorcycle, and being carried in on mattresses by girls while
wearing pajamas and reading bedtime stories.
The popularity of Friday’s chapel entrances has increase exponentially over time. Heth
said that in the past “only a quarter of campus knew about it, or even cared.” Now, several professors dismiss their 9 o’clock classes early in order to allow students to watch.
The audience has become so large in recent years that they need to be instructed numerous times to back up to allow the men enough room to safely get into chapel.
“It’s just as popular as most sporting events,” Joe Powers said. “It’s just as easily the
most exciting 15 minutes of the year.”
At the end of those 15 minutes, the last two Third Westers left with the melon and
gourd must take a bite out of their respective vegetable. Brian Wong, one of this year’s
unlucky contestants, says he had to take “one bite out of the regular part, and one bite
out of the gooey part. The regular bite wasn’t too bad; it was crunchy and hard. A lot like
pumpkin.” Of the gooey part, Wong said, “That was gross. I spit that out real quick.”
When asked about his plans next year in order to not get tagged, Wong said, “Those are
confidential. I’ve got to redeem myself.”

Freshman Graham Hauser and senior Dan Aikins attempt to tag a fellow Third Wester at the
end of this year’s Melon and Gourd competition.
Photo by Timmy Huynh
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MUSIC feature story

an introspective look
By Nick Rodemann
Contributor

Welcome to the digital age, my
friends. Once, long ago, music was
only available in record form or on the
radio. But now, anything purchased
online can instantly be copied an inﬁnite number of times, and sent out to
the masses within minutes. Our capabilities have changed, and with them
have come new responsibilities for
managing copyright law and the distribution of material. Personally, I don’t
think the corporations have been doing a good job of adapting to these new
technologies. The old model is behind
the times, so it’s up to our generation
to point out its ﬂaws. And this all begins with sharing our music.
The problem is that technically, I’ve
already lost this argument. Every-

one who has some sense of right and
wrong knows what stealing is. With
computers though, we’ve learned to
call it “sharing” and “networking”. Either way you look at it, you’re taking a
product that someone else has created,
and acquiring it absolutely free. Many
refuse to admit this fact, but it’s crucial to learn before we go any further.
Knowing is half the battle, right? And
now that we know this, we can move
on to why we need to share music.
What it all boils down to in my mind
is this: entertainment is ﬁrst and foremost a business. Obviously business
at its core is not an unhealthy concept, but we suffer most because of
those who take advantage of the system. The almighty dollar, in which the
world trusts, guides the hearts of even
the most caring CEOs. They want what
they’re entitled to.
But what are they really entitled to?

Wouldn’t you rather be giving your
money to the artists? Shouldn’t we be
paying these people to do what they
love, instead of funding some gigantic
label? Labels may help bands get off
the ground, but now that the Internet
can spread music faster than any label
could possibly advertise, haven’t they
started to become obsolete?
Artists are beginning to understand
this more and more. Radiohead made
more money by giving their album
away at a name-your-own-price system than most bands make with a label. One of my favorite artists named
Ace Enders gave away an entire album
for free over the summer, in hopes that
people would go to his concerts and
buy his next CD. Bands are doing this
every day online, giving away free music just to become known. Or maybe
they’re releasing albums for a cheaper
fee, taking huge cuts to get their mu-

Here we are again. This week’s debate looks at two different views
on music pirating. Both of us have
pirated music and have justiﬁed it
before, but today we decided to try
and let you look at the issue from

sic out there. It’s a sure-ﬁre way to get
people to listen, and to promote music
made by those who genuinely love performing. It’s becoming the new model for distribution, where the mp3’s
themselves are less important than the
number of fans a band has.
And the fans should respond in kind
by supporting their favorite artists. For
the music industry, that means promoting concerts and band appearances more. Promoting the performances
should certainly be more important
than selling individual tracks. The focus should be on selling music for less,
and advertising the live experience.
The personal touch has to mean something today, so why aren’t we pushing
that more?
And from a consumer’s standpoint,
it’s hard. We know we’re stealing.
Some of us take stands completely
against digital networking, but the

Echo
Debate
By Josh Kennedy
A&E Editor

Admit it. Nearly all of us have downloaded or copied music illegally. The
sad truth is, the more we do it, the
more it becomes easier to rationalize
how or why we did it, whether it’s music, software, movies, or games. Pirating has become accepted across the
board, and it’s just as prevalent in today’s “Christian” society as it is in the
secular world.
I could sum this issue up for you in
three words: Do not steal. No more
explanation needed. Thanks to Postmodernist thought, our society has
strongly blurred the line between
“sharing” and “stealing.” Normally,
when you share something, the item
of question is borrowed and then re-

turned … unless you’re referring to
food—nobody wants that back when
someone else is done with it. Ideally,
to share is to lend. But in many circles,
that’s changed.
The area of illegal downloading extends to various forms of media, but
for simplicity’s sake, I’ll just focus on
music.
It’s easy to obtain music illegally.
We all know that going to thepiratebay.org and downloading a torrent of
Michael Jackson’s discography would
be commonly viewed as “stealing” it.
But believe it or not, the most common way to illegally acquire music is
to copy it from a friend. Regardless of
whether or not your friend bought the
CD with their hard-earned cash, when
you copy it from them it’s illegal – it’s
stealing.

two different angles. As always,
we like hearing your feedback, so
please don’t hesitate to give your
two cents by e-mailing echo@taylor.edu with “Pirate Debate” in the
subject line. Thanks for reading.

rest of us just ignore our consciences
and grab all we can. I’ve fallen into
that trap as well. Yet buying music is
still much more personally rewarding.
Can you imagine waiting forever for an
album, and then simply downloading
it and taking it for granted? It makes
more sense to download music that
you wouldn’t normally buy, because
maybe you’ll end up liking it and going to a concert or supporting the band
some other way. That’s happened to
me on numerous occasions, and I feel
richer for the experience.
So basically what I’m saying is: be intentional. If you’re going to download
music, have some respect for the artists. Don’t be afraid to buy music if you
want to, go to concerts, and ﬁnd ways
to support good music, rather than being part of its downfall.

Photo by Stephen Sherrill

According to federal piracy laws,
it is not illegal to make copies of a
purchased CD either onto your own
computer or directly onto another CD
for backup, as long as the CDs are for
personal use only. Did you know that
the RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) can sue you for as
much as $150,000 per illegally downloaded song, and as of March 2004
almost 2,000 individuals have been
sued by the RIAA for illegally downloading? More than 400 people have
settled out of court, paying ﬁnes averaging $3,000.
Perhaps the biggest rationalization
for downloading illegally is the belief
that the artist won’t be affected by just
one more download. Or maybe the
idea that the price is too high.
The most common reason for down-

loading I’ve seen is simply greed. In
an age where the ability to download
virtually anything is available to you at
your ﬁngertips, it’s not easy to pass up
free music, especially if you’re a poor
college student.
I’m a converted pirate. Oh, I was a
greedy one. And you all thought I was
innocent. Truth be told, I was at one
time in possession of nearly $20,000
worth of illegal music and videos, and
approximately $10,000 worth of illegal programs. I was on a roll, too. At
one point last year, I was quarantined
by IT because I apparently utilized
one-quarter of the campus bandwidth
overnight by downloading and uploading over 40 GB of information.
But now I’ve seen the light! It took
two and a half years of a nagging conscience, but I ﬁnally cleaned it all out.

I’m living “Comfort Legal,” as they
say.
My point is not to guilt you into deleting all of your Hanson albums and
High School Musical movies—though
goodness knows they will be missed.
My goal is to inform you.
Illegal downloading can have consequences. Will you get caught? Probably not. The question is, though, can
you afford to be caught? What you do
in private reﬂects your true character.
If I had it my way, everything would
be fair trade – Christmas won’t be the
same without Ike, Zac and Tay – but I
also realize that I don’t want to botch
the rest of my life for some B-grade
entertainment.
Listen to music, talk about music,
ask your friends about their favorite
music. Just don’t steal it.

pointed. Six colored coins are scattered throughout the composition.
There is a shoe at bottom of painting
— it is older fashion, extremely detailed, possibly indicating wealth. It
says “Series 1984” below the rounded
tie at the bottom of the print, but the
print was produced in 1981. There are
also four No. 7s placed in the print,
but their significance is unclear.

Overall, Driesbach’s exhibit displayed creativity and excellent abstract elements. I enjoyed analyzing
his compositions and would recommend looking up his artwork. Even
though the pieces contained elements similar to ancient, well-known
artists, the exhibit opened my eyes to
an entirely different genre of art.

CAMPUSART feature story

Driesbach art exhibit
By Kendralyn Heim
Contributor

I attended the art exhibit recently
displayed in Taylor’s Metcalf Gallery, which ran from Oct. 6 to 23 and
featured works from David F. Driesbach. Driesbach’s main medium is
printmaking, and he incorporates a
variety of techniques, including etchings, lithographs and intaglio.
He studied at the University of
Iowa (1948-51) for his MFA degree.
There, he discovered the inspiring
works of Picasso, Chagall and Ernst,
which are evident in his prints. According to the biography in the Metcalf Gallery, Driesbach views prints
in terms of theatre: a stage, setting,
main characters, music, symbolism
and mood. He can spend up to seven
to eight months on one piece, or as
little as a couple of days. Overall, his
prints have appeared in more than
500 museums and public collections
and are also reproduced in numerous textbooks. He has received over
200 prizes in competitions for his
work. I decided to write about just
three pieces to give you a brief look
at this artist, in case you missed the
exhibit.

“Storytime/The Plumber”
The engraving depicts three adults
and one infant, each an abstract figure. The parents are sitting in a bathtub while the father cradles a baby
and the mother reads a book. However, the mother appears to be reading
silently rather than aloud, and nothing points to her involvement in the
composition. She reads to herself instead of the child. Driesbach employs
foreshortening to the mother’s legs to
add perspective. The baby has adultlike qualities, similar to pre-Renaissance art and iconography, which is
Driesbach’s muse. The setting of the
painting is early 1950s or ’60s, due
to the style of the apparel — both the
mother and father are sporting a hat,
reminiscent of that time period. The
plumber is stretched over the family
in the tub: His legs form an arch over
them, which bring a sense of motion
to the piece. He also sports a hat, although of a different style from the
parents. It’s more of a cap, symbolizing his status in society as a plumber.
The only figure displaying emotion in
the print is the father. As he gazes at
the baby cradled in his arms, a smile
dances across his lips.

Arts & Entertainment

“Requiem for David M.”
In the frame are three figures: one
dominates the left edge of the print.
It is oversized, disproportionate and
holds a small book, possibly a Bible.
The main subject of the painting is
a dead man lying in a coffin, and a
third figure is a woman kneeling at
the coffin’s side, grieving. The scene
is in a boxed room — the back wall is
completely black, the floor is checkered, and Driesbach employs use of
Greek columns. A transparent curtain is pulled to the right and drapes
slightly over a column. The focal
point of the print is the diagonal
coffin lying half open. On the coffin
rests a vase of flowers and a single
candle. A lone chandelier hangs from
the ceiling and a dead plant stands
underneath it, symbolizing death.
The walls are bare, possibly indicating death’s emptiness.
“Who the Hell is Ethel Lundberg”

The theme is money. $20 bills are
in various places and perspectives,
and Driesbach focuses on different parts of them, mostly close-ups.
Three neckties are the central focus
of the painting, ranging from longest
to shortest. One of them is rounded
at the end and the other two are
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Change Campaign
BY RACHAEL RINGENBERG
GUEST COLUMNIST
Having left earthy Upland for bricked
Boston a year or so ago, I have been
busy resolving big city dilemmas. The
ﬁrst one to require immediate attention was my parallel parking skills.
The second was people asking me for
change. Before I moved to the city the
issue of street begging could be easily
sidestepped. Like the inward shrug of
a visiting parishioner during the offering, to me the city (usually Chicago)
was foreign, and I felt no responsibility
toward it.
Before I moved I also didn’t have to
address the strange psychological triggers that sprung in my mind. I think
many of us have these — my surprisingly ﬁrm belief that we absolutely
don’t give them our change because a)
it will immediately be misspent, b) like
feeding the ducks, it will result in dependents on a natural order that cannot sustain them, or c) the very best
thing to do is just walk by and give
(more than coins) to an organization.
How the adult ﬁgures of our youth
managed to ingrain this deeply into
our minds, a dozen educators would
like to know.
After a mere couple of weeks of
regular dodging, skirting, mumbling,
or shrugging, I was forced to conclude
that I never, not once, felt satisﬁed
with my reaction, despite those ﬁrm
beliefs.

As we all know, the best ammo for
any ideology we hope to defend is a
nitty gritty Bible verse. Matthew 5:42:
“Give to the one who asks you, and do
not turn away from the one who wants
to borrow from you.”
This verse caught my eye because of
the phrase “those who ask.” The very
reason it was so awkward was that
they were noisily asking me if I had
any coins for them. This verse seems
to support a very different theory than
the idea of only giving to those who
seem to have deserved it, and those we
know won’t “waste” it. Their action in
reaching out to me, human to human,
demands a response from me. Once I
give to them; it’s up to them to spend
it.
There’s no denying it’s a complicated issue. Yes, the experts say it is much
better to support your local shelter
than someone on the street. But yes,
they say, it is a huge issue that homeless people feel ignored and overlooked
by society when people rush past them
on the street.
It may seem simplistic, but now,
before I go out, I dump all available
change into my pockets. That way I
have it at the ready. Though I can’t cite
statistics, I can say I know this method
is better. I can tell this when I actually
interact with this person asking me
for something, and acknowledge them
with something tangible.
- Rachael graduated in 2007.

Gutting the church fathers

BY JENNA MCCULLOUGH
COLUMNIST
My patience has been worn down by
people who want to say old things in
new ways when the original version
is perfectly comprehensible. Either
it’s a twisted way of plagiarism, or it
is done with the mindset of “creating
relevancy to our current times” due to
use of vocabulary in the original that
has, essentially, “checked out” of modern language. Do you realize that we
have lost the words “muliebrity,” “niddering,” “olid” and “fusby” [1] from our
language? What an atrocity!
I realize that there is “nothing new
under the sun,” but there is still more
room for creativity and new connections. The problem lies herein: People
believe themselves to be much more
simple-minded than they actually are.
I’m no regular motivational speaker,
but I’ve had my share of tutees who
need help recognizing their full potential. Once it’s acknowledged, they
“ﬂy like an eagle” to success, as my
man Steve Miller would say (Even on
a small scale this should never be taken proportionally – a victory is a victory!).
I once partook in a church-led trip
to visit some friends in Japan. Among
our required readings was a book that
had been written using language at a
higher level than, say, “Catcher in the
Rye” or [insert title] by Rick Warren.
I mean, it was no John Owen or Ralph
Waldo Emerson, but it required more
concentration and some quick glances
at a dictionary every-so-often.
The thing was, as I sat down excitedly to discuss the great lessons I had
discovered from some intense reading
(for I am an extremely slow reader),
I was met with complaints of it being
“too intellectual” and “beyond our level
of thinking.” This just simply was not
true, because I knew all of the group
members were fully capable of understanding everything in that book. And
I spoke thusly! – which resulted interestingly; but, nevertheless, there was
conviction in it.
My criticism, which I am fully aware
will offend some hot-headed folks who
are at-the-ready to disagree, is directed at phrases such as “Christian hedonist” or the ideas being presented by
certain contemporary movements in
the church which propose that “community” and “social justice” are new
concepts, or even resurrected ones
they have found in their theological
“archaeological digs” through Augus-
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tine and the Early Church Fathers
– please! Tell me, how could the true
Church ever have survived for so long
without community? You are simply
looking in the wrong places!
The resulting problem is that we are
taking ideas that have already been
hammered out and explicated thoroughly and are cutting them down to
what are considered “the essentials”
but are actually unsubstantial muck
that misdirects the readers and becomes confused in a sea of buzzwords.
What we need is not dumbed-down
versions of Shakespeare and Freud
but a simple lesson in motivation and
“how to use a dictionary.”
Perhaps universities should expand
their foreign language courses to include “vocab and syntax” from the pre20th century periods.
Let’s put down those silly versions
of well-written works! Come on, my
fellow citizens – as Rosie the Riveter
says, “We can do it!”
[1] “Collins dictionary asks public to
rescue outdated words.” Telegraph.
co.uk. 22 September 2008. UK News.
21 October 2008
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Hot cup o’ conscience
BY EMILY RHUDE
COLUMNIST
Being a typical overworked, sleep deprived coed, I think coffee is delicious.
My addiction to caffeine blossomed at
the age of eleven through Dr. Pepper,
until I started to seek a quicker and
hipper ﬁx as times got rough. An innocent afﬁnity for pop ended up being
a gateway to the nectar of the more
potent coffee bean.
Now, like most college students, I
drink as much coffee as Amy Winehouse smokes crack. Yet every day as
I fork over $3 for my cup of coffee (the
cost is much less than learning how to
use a coffee maker), I fail to ask myself about the deeper issues tied up in
coffee drinking.
Most importantly, there is a pertinent religious difference in the United States between Christendom and

Mormondom due to the caffeinated
nature of coffee. By belief, Mormons
are not allowed to consume stimulants of any kind, in comparison to
most Protestants whose spiritual fellowship time hinges on watered down
cups of Folgers.
Frankly, I didn’t know coffee was a
stimulant until a Mormon came to my
door and turned down my piping hot
Styrofoam cup containing the sinful
brew. It is my opinion that Mitt Romney, a Mormon, failed to obtain the
Republican endorsement for president simply because no one wanted to
stand around after brieﬁngs drinking
Juicy Juice.
Speaking of Styrofoam, there is the
issue of coffee-containing devices.
Styrofoam, though handy and temperature savvy, is not biodegradable.
Mugs, on the other hand, do not affect
the taste of your coffee and are environmentally friendly, but generally
burn your hands, handle or not. The
choice between the two is dependent
on laziness.
Before I attend my weekly tree hugging activity, I grab a large Styrofoam
cup of coffee from the Bean instead of
using a self-decorated mug because I

know the latter means doing dishes.
Plus, walking into Starbucks with your
own mug makes you look like a truck
driver and your experience completely lacks the nuggets of wisdom you get
from “The Way I See It.”
One way to be environmentally conscious and lazy is buying fair trade coffee. You can feel good about yourself
supporting poor Guatemalan farmers
and you don’t even have to write them
letters after getting their picture in
the mail. Because we are ﬁnally understanding that we are running out
of land due to polar ice caps melting
and that coffee does not grow in water
like cranberries, supporting fair trade
coffee sends a message to your peers
that you can effortlessly give money
to those farmers saving up for a pool
while still hating Al Gore.
So next time you are driving home
from church and you toss that cup of
fair trade French roast out your window, take solace in the fact that the
descendants of those Guatemalan
farmers will one day have a pool made
out of your Styrofoam cups. Your coffee drinking creates a legacy, so make
it a good one.

letters to the editor
I normally do not respond to things appearing in The
Echo. It is a student publication and I believe that faculty
members ought to respect the right of students to voice
their opinions free from faculty comment. But I cannot let
the letter from parent Tamalyn Jo Heim go without a response. To suggest that issues regarding the present state
of the American economy stand outside of core Christian values and that the “real” issues in this election are
abortion and same sex marriage is to ignore the real life
plight of millions of Americans. When millions of Americans lack health insurance, when Americans are losing
jobs daily as businesses go under or pack up and head
for points around the world, when many individuals are
working two or three minimum wage jobs and still can’t
earn enough to afford the medication they need, feed the
family and pay the rent, or when senior citizens watch as
their retirement incomes crash with the stock market, it
seems to me that those are, in fact, issues that touch the
very heart of the gospel. Tell the 85-year-old widow living on Social Security and income derived from investments that she and her husband thought would allow her
to live with dignity after he was gone that her plight, as
she watches her retirement income shrink almost daily, is

not part of core Judeo-Christian values.
The Old Testament prophets condemned the political,
economic and religious elites who disregarded and exploited the masses of people in Judea and Israel. Jesus
in any number of passages including Matthew 25 aligned
himself with those Old Testament prophets. And James in
his letter to the churches admonishes believers to care for
those in need. Social and economic justice issues lie now
and always have been at the heart of the Judeo-Christian
value system as it evolved in the West because Christians
have always understood that social and economic justice
issues are a central part of our life together. We cannot
love those around us unless we care for the conditions under which they live.
Taylor students ought to take economic issues into consideration as they vote, and given the forces that are paralyzing the economy at present, they ought to know more
about them before they vote. That is a responsibility each
of us has as a Christian. And that responsibility is not derived from emotion or the heart; it is a responsibility derived from the Word of God.
- Philip Loy, Professor of political science
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Taylor’s volleyball program makes NAIA history
Trojans defeat Bluffton Univeristy to become ﬁrst in NAIA to achieve 1000 overall wins
By Jordyn Kight
Staff Writer

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Freshman Bethany Beck receives an assist from setter Betsy Brown in Taylor’s 1000th win on Wednesday.

Women’s Soccer launches
past Goshen College
By Julia Berger
Contributor

The Taylor women’s soccer team (115, 4-3 Mid-Central Conference) walked
onto the ﬁeld in the chilly Wednesday
afternoon air and achieved a 2-0 MCC
victory over Goshen College (4-9-1,
0-5-1).
While it took the Trojans a little
while to get into a rhythm, the team
was able to score in the 24th and 65th
minutes of play.
“We started the game slowly and a
little emotionally after the senior day
recognition,” Head Coach Scott Stan
said. “Our defense was stellar, allowing only three shots in 90 minutes of
play, and in the second half, our offense started producing great passing
combinations and looked like they
were enjoying the game.”
Marissa Ku, freshman striker and
lead scorer for the Trojans, was able
to put one past the Goshen goalie in a

The Trojans (24-6, 6-0 Mid-Central
Conference) made NAIA history as they
swept Bluffton University and earned
the volleyball program’s 1,000th win
Tuesday evening.
The No. 21 (NAIA) Trojans brought
their all-time record to 1,000-406-1
in their 38-year history, becoming the
ﬁrst team in the NAIA to achieve this
milestone.
“It’s a little surreal. I don’t think that
we have been fully able to or allowed
ourselves to fully grasp the breadth of
what this means,” Head Coach Brittany Smith said. “It’s pretty humbling
to start talking about Taylor within
the realms of UCLA, Nebraska, Missouri State, Brigham Young and Long
Beach State, programs that have also
achieved this milestone at the Division
I level.”
Opening game one, the Trojans took
an early lead over the Beavers and took
the game with a score of 25-15.
Game two remained close as the
Beavers picked up their level of play.
Fighting for the lead, the Trojans’ effort allowed them to break away and
ﬁnish the game at 25-18.
After a slow start in game three, the
Trojans were able to bounce back at
8-7 and kept a steady lead. Match point
came after the ﬁnal kill by freshman
Kelsey Pritchard, closing the game at
25-18.
“I personally felt the sensation of
humbly standing on the shoulders of

Hughes’ hat trick drives Trojans past Lancers

breakaway situation.
“All that was on my mind was placement. ‘Where can I put the ball so it
goes in the back of the net?’” Ku said.
Though the team experienced rough
spots throughout the game, Ku was
pleased with their play.
“In the end all that matters is that
we get the ball in the back of the net,”
she said.
Aside from scoring the ﬁrst goal, Ku
was also an integral part of the attacking team and assisted junior Allison
Guion in scoring in the 65th minute
with a cross-kick.
After winning against Goshen, the
team is looking to improve before
their next game. Coach Stan will focus
on “switching the ﬁeld of play during
transition from offense to defense.”
“It will open up more space for our
attackers,” he said.
The Trojans will travel to Fort Wayne
to play 1:30 p.m. Saturday against St.
Francis.

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Senior Jon Hughes goes up for a header in Tuesday’s game against Grace.
Hughes would score 3 straight goals during the second half for the win.

Football
(2-4, 0-2)

L, 42-17 vs Malone*
Upcoming Games:

Sat 12:30 p.m. at
Ohio Dominican*
Cross Country

(Men 7th of 28 at U. of Wisconsin)
Upcoming meets:
Sat at NAIA Great Lakes Invt’l
(Women 12th of 31 at
U. of Wisconsin)
Upcoming meets:
Sat at NAIA Great Lakes Invt’l

Tennis

(Men 8-3, 6-1)
MCC Tournament (IWU)
2nd of 8
W, (6-2, 6-2) at ITA Tournament
(Women 11-1, 7-1)
MCC Tournament (IWU)
2nd of 9
W, (6-4,6-0) at ITA Tournament

Volleyball

(24-6, 6-0)
W, 3-0 vs Bluffton
Upcoming games:
Madonna Tournament
Fri 3:30 p.m. vs Michigan-Dearborn
Fri 5 p.m. vs Berry College (GA)
Sat 11:30 vs Trinity Int’l
Sat. 1:30 vs Madonna
Wed 1:30 p.m. vs Spring Arbor*

Soccer

(Men 6-11-1, 2-4-1)
W, 5-2 vs Grace*
Upcoming games:
MCC Tournament First Round
11/1 TBA
(Women 11-5, 4-3)
W, 2-0 vs Goshen*
Upcoming games:

Sat 1:30 p.m. at St. Francis*

MCC Tournament First Round
11/1 TBA

* denotes MCC match
(home games indicated in bold)

Intramural Football
“Backyard Brawl” Mon 9 p.m. @ IWU

Sports

giants, knowing that I had only helped
contribute to a fraction of those wins
that our program has earned for years,”
senior Jenny Peterson said.
The Trojans ﬁnished the match with
several notable performances. Pritchard marked off 15 kills. Freshman
Betsy Brown added 37 assists and senior Lindsey Bayle recorded 12 digs.
Following the win, coaches and players, past and present, were recognized
on the ﬂoor. Coach Smith and Taylor
Athletic Director and former volleyball coach Angie Fincannon presented
Taylor President Eugene Habecker
with the game ball representing the
1,000 wins.
Fincannon coached Taylor volleyball for 13 years and is responsible for
496 of the 1,000 wins. “As I stood out
there with the ball and I had Brittany
by my side, whom I coached for four
years, I started actually reliving some
of the memories on the ﬂoor, and it got
a little emotional,” Fincannon said. “I
am so honored to have had 13 years of
coaching this team.”
“They will never forget tonight,”
Smith said. “This will be something
they will remember within their Taylor careers forever, and I hope that it is
something special they can look back
on and see what an amazing thing they
were a part of, being a part of Taylor
volleyball.”
The Trojans hope to keep their
eight-match winning streak going on
the road when they compete in the
Madonna University Crusader Classic
at 3:30 p.m today.

By Jake Bragg
Contributor

With the Mid-Central Conference
Tournament looming, the Trojans (611-1, 2-4-1 MCC) out-shot Grace (7-8,
3-4) in a dominating 5-2 victory at
home on Tuesday.

Taylor looked like the better team
from the start, as an early opportunity
to score resulted in a ninth-minute
goal for sophomore midﬁelder Nate
Kirsch.
However, Grace’s Greg Fulton and
Obi Agusiobo scored back-to-back
goals to put the Trojans in a hole just

Athlete of the Week: Lindsey
Sport: Volleyball Position: Libero
Year: Junior/Senior (academically)/Senior (athletically)
Hometown: Fruitport, MI
Residence: Fairlane Apt 1M
Major: Exercise Science
Siblings: Nicole, 26 & Cody, 15
Greatest Achievement: High School State Championship (May
‘05) & College National Championship (Dec. ‘05)
Most Embarrassing Moment: At our home volleyball match
against Grace, I was sprinting toward the doors to stop a ball from
rolling out into the rain, and I wiped out in rain that had come in
onto the gym ﬂoor, and I slid out the door...my purple spandex
were soaked on the backside!
Biggest Pet Peeve: When roomies don’t reﬁll the toilet paper
dispenser.
Favorite Shake at Ivanhoe's: I’m a cookie monster sundae girl.
Favorite Food: Steak & potatoes
Favorite Book: The Five People You Meet in Heaven
Favorite Actress: Jennifer Aniston
In 10 years, what kind of person will you be? I hope to
be a strong Christian woman that has continued to stay actively
involved with the sport of volleyball. Also, someone who keeps God
and family as the most important things in life.
Favorite quote: “Being good is the greatest enemy of being
Favorite
great” –A volleyball coach
What's one thing you've learned lately? I have learned how
important prayer is in our lives and relationships, especially prayer
in numbers.

before the half.
Fortunately, the Trojans capitalized
on a free kick from outside the penalty
area just before half time. The ball was
swung in and senior Michael Zaino got
a head to it, only to see it bounce agonizingly off the crossbar before freshman Tyler Beachler nodded home the
rebound to pull Taylor even.
“The ﬁrst half felt like a microcosm
of our season,” Head Coach Gary Ross
said. “We played well but couldn’t capitalize on our chances.”
Beachler’s goal switched the momentum. Hughes scored just three
minutes into the second half and followed with a second eight minutes later, sealing the lead for the Trojans.
With the game in hand, Hughes’
teammates looked to give him the ball
for the opportunity to record a hat
trick in his last regular season game. A
cross-kick from senior Nathan Aucker
gave him his second assist and Hughes
his prize.
Hughes was quick to point out his
teammates as the cause of his success.
We played better (defense) in the
midﬁeld overall and stopped giving
balls away as a team,” he said. “As a
team we started clicking.”
Coach Ross expressed sentiment
about the seniors’ last regular season
home game. “(The seniors) are a great
bunch of guys,” Ross said. “They are
fantastic skill-wise, and they’ve been
the backbone of our program for three
years now. They will be missed.”
The Trojans look to take the momentum from this success into the
MCC Tournament beginning Nov. 1.

Bayle

quote:
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“Being good is the greatest
enemy of being great.”

